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CLICK is a collection of outdoor furniture consisting of
Dining chairs, Sunbeds, Rocking chair, Lounge chair,
Position chair and a Footrest. CLICK is made in intelligent
designed plastic lamellas combined with powder coated
metal and wooden parts in sustainable bamboo. The
components of the lamella are carefully composed to
give the lamellas exactly the right strength and resilience.
THE CLICK CONCEPT provides you excellent cushion
free comfort, and the flexibility to change colors as you
like. The lamellas come in 12 different colors and can be
clicked on and off to change the look of the chair simply
by changing – or mixing the different lamella colors.
DESIGN The CLICK collection is designed by the Danish
designer Henrik Pedersen. In the design process there
is put a lot of effort in shaping the chairs to make the
lamellas follow the structure of the spine. This work has
resulted in the best seating.
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80
CLICK DINING CHAIR
Is simple, honest and ergonomically well thought out. It is
beautiful in its repetition around the table. CLICK dining chair
comes in 3 variants – with or without armrests. CLICK dining
chairs are stackable.
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CLICK DINING CHAIR
Is simple, honest and ergonomically well thought out. It is
beautiful in its repetition around the table. CLICK dining chair
comes in 3 variants – with or without armrests. CLICK dining
chairs are stackable.

82
CLICK DINING CHAIR TALL
Like CLICK dining chair but the backrest is made taller to
support your back at a higher point. Maybe even more
convenient than the standard Click dining chair …..

20
CLICK POSITION CHAIR
With adjustable backrest is made for all of us who just want to
sit comfortably. CLICK position chair has 7 positions. The first
is more upright than the dining chair, giving you extra support
while dining. After a nice meal you just lean back and relax….

84
CLICK LOUNGE CHAIR
Is an extension of the rocking chair. The comfort is the same
- so for those that are not “about to Rock” – choose the
Lounge chair.

77
CLICK ROCKING CHAIR
Most people like to sit in a rocking chair. Adults and children.
The body will rest in the dynamic rocking movements - this
rocking chair equals nice comfort at all levels. Made for both
indoor and outdoor.

75
CLICK FOOTREST
Is designed to complete the shape of the chair it
complements. The angle makes it the perfect footrest. Use
it together with CLICK dining chair, CLICK position chair,
CLICK Lounge chair or CLICK rocking chair for even better
relaxation.

78
CLICK SUNROCKER
Is a small design experiment that succeeded! You use
yourself, your body, as counterpoint and your weight shift
determines whether you are in a sitting or a lying position. Do
not touch anything, tear or pull. Just lean forward or back.
Sit, lie. That simple.

71
CLICK SUNLOUNGER
The adjustable backrest, is shaped to fit your body perfect in
its different positions. The curves make the Sunlounger very
sculptural. Sit down, find your position and enjoy.

ABOUT HOUE

HOUE is a Danish design house founded in 2007. We
are driven by a passion for Affordable Luxury and a
desire to benefit from the vast pool of gifted design
talents in Denmark. We mix beautiful and innovative
design with mass appeal. Today HOUE offers both an
outdoor and an indoor collection always meeting our
high standards in terms of design, price and quality.
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